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Summary. There exists a natural extension of the notion of preorder from binary relations 
onto relations whose arities are arbitrary ordinals. In the article we find a condition under 
which extended preorders coincide with preorders if viewed categorically. 
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In [6] the usual n-ary relations (n a positive integer) have been generalized by 
introducing relations of type a (a an ordinal). In [8] topologies associated with 
relations of type a are investigated and a property of regularity is defined for ternary 
relations. In the present note, for relations of type a we introduce and study a 
property of strong regularity which is useful for dealing with associated topologies. 
Following the convention introduced by J. von Neumann, we identify ordinals with 
the set of their predecessors—see e.g. [1]. We use only some fundamental concepts 
concerning the category theory—they can be found in [4]. 
Given a set G ^ 0 and an ordinal a > 0, by a relation of type a on G we 
understand any subset R C Ga. In other words, a relation of type a on a set G is 
a set of sequences of type a consisting of elements of G. The pair (G, R) is then 
called a relational system of type a. If (G,R), (-ff,5) are two relational systems of 
type a, then a homomorphism of (G, R) into (if, S) is any map f:G-+H with 
(xi | i < a) G R =;> (f(xi) | i < a) G S. 
A relation R of type a on a set G (a relational system (G, R)) is called [7]: 
reflexive if R is contains all constant sequences of type a consisting of elements 
ofG, 
diagonal, if whenever Xij G G for all i,j < a, then (xu \ i < a) G R, provided 
(xij \j<a)eR for all i < a and (x^ | i < a) G R for all j < a. 
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Let us note that for binary relations diagonality is equivalent to transitivity. Hence 
reflexive and diagonal relations of type a can be viewed as extensions of preorders. 
In [7] it is shown that for any ordinal a > 0 the reflexive and diagonal relational 
systems of type a together with homomorphisms for a cartesian closed topological 
category (in the sense of [3]). 
Definition. Let R be a relation of type a on a set G. The relation R (the rela-
tional system (G,R)) is called strongly regular if the following condition is satisfied: 
if (xi | i < a) G Ga has the property that for each ordinal io, 0 < io < a, there 
exists (yj \ j < a) e R and an ordinal jo, 0 < jo < a, such that Xi0 = yjo and 
yj G {xi\ i < io} for each j < j 0 l then (xi \ i < a) G R. 
Unary and binary relations are always strongly regular. A ternary relation R on 
a set G is strongly regular iff each of the following six conditions is sufficient for 
(x, y, z) € R: 
1° (x, y, t) G -R, (x, z, u) G R 4° (x, x, y) € R, (x, z, u) G R 
2° (x,y,t) eR, (y,z,u)€R 5° (x,x,y) € i?, (y,z,u) € R 
3° (x, y, t) € #, (», z,z)GR 6° (x, y, t) G i?, (y, y, z) G -R. 
In [8] a regularity is defined for ternary relations by requiring only the conditions 1° 
and 2° to se sufficient for (x,y,z) G R. 
R e m a r k . By a topology (in Cech's sense [2]) on a set G we understand any map 
u: expG -• expG with u0 = 0, X C G = » I C u I J c y c G =-> txX C tiK. 
The pair (G, w) is then called a topological space. With any relation R of type a on 
a set G a topology UR on G is associated in [8] as follows: 
X C G = 0 URX = X U {x G G; there exists (x» | i < a) G i? and an ordinal io, 
0 < io < a, such that x = x*0 and Xi e X for all i < io}. 
FYom the results attained in [8] it immediately follows that for any pair of reflexive 
and strongly regular relations R, S of type a on a given set we have R ^ S =!> 
VR ^ ^s» This fact then yields the existence of an embedding of the category of 
reflexive and strongly regular relational systems of type a (with homomorphisms 
as morphisms) into the category of topological spaces (with continuous maps [2] as 
morphisms). 
For any ordinal a > 0 denote by 8t.a the category of reflexive, diagonal and strongly 
regular relational systems of type a with homomorphisms as morphisms. Obviously, 
?̂2 is the well-known (topological and cartesian closed) category of preordered sets. 
The following result shows that, in substance, by having defined 8t.a for all a > 2 we 
have received no other categories. 
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Theorem- ^ a is isomorphic to 3£<i for each ordinal a > 2. 
P r o o f . Let a > 2 be an ordinal. For each object (G, Q) G @2 put F(G, Q) = 
(G, .Kg) where i?ff C G
a is defined by 
(zi | i < a) G R6 <=> XQ Q Xi0 
for each ordinal io, 0 < %Q < a. Next, for each morphism / in &t._ put Ff = / . 
Clearly, the reflexivity of £ implies the reflexivity of Re and the transitivity of Q 
implies the diagonality of Re. 
Let (xi | i < a) G Ga be a sequence with the property that for each ordinal i0, 
0 < io < a, there exists (yj \ j < a) G Re and an ordinal io, 0 < io < a, such that 
xio = t/j0 and y5 G {x{; i < iQ} 
for each j < JQ. Then for any ordinal io,. 0 < io < a, there is an ordinal i\ < iQ such 
that Xix Q Xi0. Further, if i\ > 0, there is z*2 < h such that Xi2 Q X^ . Repeating this 
argument, after a finite number n of steps we get Xin Q Xin_x where i n = 0. Thus, 
we have 
XQ Q Xi^ Q Xin_2 Q . . . Q Xix Q Xio 
and therefore, because of the transitivity of Q, X0 Q Xi0. Hence (xi | i < a) G Re 
which implies that Re is strongly regular. 
We have shown that F(G,Q) G 3?>a whenever (G,Q) G ^2 - Clearly, for any pair 
of objects (G,g), (H, Q) G ̂ 2 , / is a homomorphism of (G, Q) into (if, a) iff / is a 
homomorphism of (GrRe) into (iJ, R&). Therefore F is a full embedding of ^2 into 
&a. We aim at showing that F is surjective on objects. 
To this end, let (G,R) € &a be an object. Define QC G
2 as follows: 
x Qy <==> there is (xi\i< a) G R such that x = XQ 
and y = x t0 for all ordinals io, 0 < io < a. 
The reflexivity of Q follows immediately from the reflexivity of R. Let x,y,z G G, 
x QV,V Qz. Put £00 = x, tQj = y whenever 0 < j < a, t«o = y whenever 0 < i < a, 
t{j = z whenever i > 0 and i > 0. Then 
(Uj I i < a ) G R for all i < a and (U5 \ i < a) G R for all j < a. 
Consequently, because of the diagonality of i?, (tu | i < a) G i?. Since t ^ = 2 
for each ordinal io, 0 < io < a, we have x g z. Hence Q is transitive, which yields 
( G , ^ ) G ^ 2 . 
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We will show that F(G, g) = (G, R), i.e. Re = R. To this end, let (xi \i<a)e Re. 
Then xQ Q Xi0 for each ordinal io, 0 < iQ < a. Thus, for each ordinal io, 0 < iQ < a, 
there is (yj \ j < a) e R such that xo = yQ and Xi0 = yj0 for all ordinals j Q , 
0 < jo < a, in particular for jo = 1. Consequently, because of the strong regularity 
of R, we get (x» | i < a) G JR. Therefore Re C I?. 
Conversely, let (xi \ i < a) e R. For any ordinal iQ, 0 < i0 < a, let s(i 0) G G
a 
denote the sequence given by s(iQ) = (2/j \ j < a) where 2/0 = #o and 2/jo
 = ^'o f° r 
each ordinal jo, 0 < jo < a. Clearly, 5(1) e R results immediately from the strong 
regularity of R. Let io be an ordinal with 1 <iQ < a and assume s(iQ) G R whenever 
0 < iQ < iQ. For each i < i0 and each j ^ iQ put uy = Xi, for each j < io and each 
i ^ io put mj = Xj, for each i, j ' with io ^ i = j < a put i^- = Xi0, and, finally, for 
all the other i,j < a put Uij = rro- We get a matrix (uij), i, j < a, of the following 
form: 
Xo xQ xQ . . . Xo Xo xQ 
xQ xQ xQ . . . xi x% xi 
xQ xQ xQ ... x2 x2 x2 - > • 
xQ 
Xi x2 • 
XІQ xQ Xo 
xQ Xi x2 ., xQ XІQ Xo 
xQ Xi x2 . , xQ XQ XІQ 
It is easy to see that the condition 5(id) G R whenever 0 < id < io, the reflexivity 
of R and the strong regularity of Jf? imply that all rows and all columns of the 
matrix are elements of R. Hence the diagonal is an element of R, too. But then 
s(io) G R in virtue of the strong regularity of R. Thus, according to the principle of 
transfinite induction, we have proved that s(io) G R for all ordinals io, 0 < io < a. 
Consequently, xQ g x t 0 for each ordinal io, 0 < io < a. This yields (xi \ i < a) G Re, 
so we have R C Re. Therefore Re = i? and the proof is complete. D 
E x a m p l e . Let (G,g) G ^ 2 where G = {0,1} and g = ^. Then for 
a = 3 the relation Re C G
a defined in the proof of Theorem clearly fulfils 
-% = {(0,0,0), (0,0,1), (0,1,0), (0,1,1), (1,1,1)}. 
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